Print Tracker Announces Integration with SAP Business One
Dateline – Boise, Idaho, USA
Print Tracker proudly announces to its world-wide
customer base that collected meter information can
now be integrated into the Enterprise Resource
Management software SAP Business One.
“SAP

Business One is an affordable, easy-toimplement business management solution that
dovetails nicely with Print Tracker’s ‘Simple. Smart.
Solutions. Service.’ philosophy,” said Print Tracker
President Lance Hale. “Adding SAP Business One
integration to our abilities with e-automate, NextGen,
Nexent’s Miracle Service, OMD, Microsoft Dynamics
and others was a natural for us.”
“Print Tracker gathers imaging device meters and device
status information and routes it to administrators that
can take action on the collected information. Automatic
integration of the collected meters into SAP Business
One saves time, increases accuracy and improves
efficiency,” continued Hale.

Print Tracker offers meter integration with its Data Processor software. Once installed on a server, the
Data Processor automatically puts meters into SAP Business One or any ODBC compliant billing database.
The Print Tracker Data Processor retrieves meter information and links the data with the appropriate
device. Validation is done to make sure the meters to be inserted are newer and higher than previous
reads. Combined meters for contracts with multiple devices that are billed in blocks are automatically
updated. The Data Processor notifies administrators of installations not reporting to further ensure
accuracy and complete billing.
About Print Tracker

PrintTracker™ is an MPS software solutions company. Print Tracker provides simple-to-install, intuitiveto-use MPS software solutions for the imaging device industry. Tools include meter gathering software,
advanced deployment options, fast meter capture, alert generation, service and meter viewers,
customized reporting, an adaptable TCO Estimator, integration of meters and alert information into a wide
variety of ERP systems, and automated supply fulfillment. To learn more, please contact:
Brian Dawson, Sales and Marketing Director, Print Tracker
(866) 629-3342 x7
bdawson@PrintTracker.net

7950 Horseshoe Bend Rd, Suite 107
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Boise, ID 83714
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Tel: 208.629.3342
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Toll free: 866.629.3342
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http://PrintTracker.net

